KIOSK « LE FARAFINA »
Breakfast and fast food - Open from 6 am to 10:30 pm

M. Oumar Boena:
Phone: +225 05 51 24 85

Coffee or Tea, Omelette and Bread 500 CFA
Homemade yoghurt : 350 CFA
Black Coffee: 100 CFA - Coffee with milk: 200 CFA
Spaghetti: 300 CFA - Spaghetti and egg: 500 CFA
Peas and egg: 500 CFA

WHERE TO EAT, DRINK AND SLEEP
IN THE CITY OF TAÏ

Experience the cultural and natural heritage of Taï!
OVERNIGHT IN TAÏ

HOTEL « LE CALAO »
Hôtel open from 6am to 1am - In the center of Tai, near the market.

Mr Simplice Koulaï
Phone: +225 09 04 71 03 / 41 14 78 87
11 rooms with matrimonial bed
Air-conditioned room: 10,000 CFA
Ventilated room: 6,000 CFA
Toilet and shower in rooms
Rooms without TV
From June 2015, restaurant opening.

AUBERGE « BEAU SÉJOUR »
Hotel and Maquis (drinks only) - closed from 2am

Mr Innocent Akanza
Phone: +225 47 97 14 53 / +225 07 42 07 28
15 rooms with matrimonial bed
Air-conditioned room with TV: 12,000 CFA
Ventilated room with TV: 6,000 CFA
Ventilated room without a television: 4,000 CFA
Toilet and shower in rooms
Possibility of breakfast, lunch and dinner on order at « Chez Estelle »

SISTERS MARIE CONSOLATRICE
Open until 10 pm (possibility later by arrangement) - 5 mins walk from the center.

Sister Anna-Rita
Phone: +225 07 32 71 82 / 49 39 38 82
2 bedrooms, two beds, ventilated: 5,000 CFA
3 bedrooms, single bed, ventilated: 5,000 CFA
Toilet and shower in rooms
No breakfast - Non-smoking rooms

DRINKS AND FOOD IN TAÏ

MAQUIS « LE PLEIN AIR »
Drinks, Lunch and Dinner—At the entrance of Tai

Mr. Touan Jonas (dit Aimé)
Phone: +225 47 70 16 37 / +225 06 35 46 40
Half chicken, grilled or fried with side dish of your choice (rice, attiéké, alloco, yam or French fries) from 2,500 CFA
Roast or fried fish with side dish of your choice from 2,500 CFA
African dishes from 2,000 CFA

CHEZ ESTELLE
Lunch and dinner - At the center of Tai - Attached to Hotel Beauséjour

Mrs Estelle
Phone: +225 49 16 64 14
Rich variety of African dishes not spicy from 500 CFA
Sauces: Feuilles, Arachides, Aubergine, Claire served with rice,
Grilled chicken, Couscous and other dishes on request.

MAQUIS « 1ÈRE CLASSE »
Drinks and dinner - At the center of Tai, close to the post office.

Mr Zou Pol
Phone: +225 03 66 79 30 / +225 05 80 84 92
Half chicken, grilled or fried with side dish of your choice (attiéké, alloco) from 2,500 CFA
Grilled or fried fish with side dish of your choice from 2,500 CFA